Abstract-The accurate measurement of the angular displacement and velocity of reaction wheels is necessary for attitude (orientation) control in space vehicles (satellites). In this paper, microwave, contactless, and low-cost (as compared to optical encoders) sensors useful for that purpose are analyzed in detail. 
devices [6] , multiband components [7] , [8] , or leaky wave antennas with backward-to-forward scanning capability [9] , have been designed. In other applications, the resonance phenomenon is the key aspect to explain device functionality. Such applications include filters [10] , [11] , multiband dipole and monopole antennas [12] , [13] , radio frequency barcodes [14] , and microwave sensors [15] , [16] .
Concerning sensors, the subject of interest in this paper, several strategies or principles have been reported for sensing in resonator-loaded lines, including variation of the notch frequency (or frequencies) [15] , [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , frequency splitting [26] [27] [28] , or modulation of the notch magnitude [16] , [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Many different variables can be measured through the aforementioned sensing principles, but these sensors implemented through transmission lines with metamaterial loading are especially useful for measuring spatial variables, such as linear or angular displacement and velocities.
Recently, the authors have reported angular displacement and velocity sensors implemented by means of circularly shaped coplanar waveguides (CPWs) [35] or microstrip lines [36] , loaded with electric-LC (ELC) resonators (first reported in [38] ), or with S-shaped SRRs (S-SRR) [37] . In these implementations, the resonant element, etched on a movable microwave substrate, is axial to the rotating object, and the transmission line is placed beneath the rotating resonator, parallel to it, and with the line axis intersecting the axis of the resonator (Fig. 1) .
Under these conditions, the magnetic coupling between the line and the resonant element (ELC or S-SRR) is controlled by the relative orientation (angle) between line and the resonator, and both the angular displacement and velocity can be measured. Indeed, there are two extreme orientation conditions corresponding to maximum and minimum coupling (see Fig. 1 ). In Fig. 1(b) , neither the magnetic field nor the electric field generated by the line is able to excite the ELC at its fundamental resonance since the magnetic wall (H-wall) of the line and the electric wall (E-wall) of the resonator are perfectly aligned. For any other angular orientation, coupling arises, this being maximum for the orientation indicated in Fig. 1(a) , where the H-wall of line and resonator are aligned.
With minimum coupling, the line is transparent, whereas for maximum coupling a strong notch at the resonance frequency of the resonant element arises. In this rotation sensor, the angular displacement is determined by the notch magnitude. The angular velocity is derived from the distance between adjacent peaks in the envelope function of the amplitude modulated signal that results by feeding the line by a harmonic (single-tone continuous wave) signal tuned at the resonance frequency of the ELC or S-SRR [35] [36] [37] .
In the previous axial rotation sensor, practically unlimited angular velocities can be measured with high accuracy. (Note that the frequency of the carrier signal is orders of magnitude higher than the angular frequency of the rotor, for any reasonable rotating system.) However, instantaneous velocities cannot be measured with this system, since the peaks in the envelope function appear twice per cycle. In order to measure instantaneous velocities, able to vary within a cycle, it is necessary to achieve as many peaks in the envelope function as possible. The solution is the edge configuration, first proposed in [39] , where a chain of resonators (SRRs) was etched along the edge of a disk (or circular crown) made of dielectric material, attached axially to the rotor (Fig. 2) . By placing the stator, a CPW transmission line also loaded with a pair of SRRs (for the reasons that will be explained later), in front of the SRR chain, as many peaks as resonant elements of the chain arose, opening the possibility to accurately measure potential variations of the angular velocity within a cycle.
Other angular displacement and velocity sensors are based on a radio link between two circularly polarized (CP) antennas [40] . If one of these antennas is rotated, the link transfer function is changed and this effect is proposed for the measurement of angular velocity. This strategy has been proposed for the measurement of small changes in angular velocity or angular displacement, not easily achievable in sensors based on pulses (as those reported in [35] [36] [37] , or in [41] [42] [43] ). However, the sensors proposed in this paper contain one or more resonator chains with a high number of resonant elements. Hence instantaneous velocities can indeed be measured, due to the large number of generated pulses per cycle, as will be demonstrated. As compared to the work [39] , in this paper we modify the sensing strategy by considering a different criterion to set the frequency of the harmonic feeding signal of the CPW, with the objective to double the number of pulses per cycle. Moreover, angular velocity sensors with two chains of resonant elements, useful to further increase the number of pulses per cycle, are also presented. The paper includes the analysis of the effects of air gap separation between the SRRs of the rotor and stator, an important parameter with significant influence on sensor performance. This paper is organized as follows. The sensing principle is explained in detail in Section II, where the specific strategy to set the frequency of the harmonic feeding signal and the benefits of considering two chains of SRRs are pointed out. The effects of the air gap are discussed in Section III. The sensing system, including the RF module and the envelope detector electronics is presented in Section IV. The sensor functionality is demonstrated in this section, where angular velocity measurements, considering the two designed rotors (with one or two SRR chains) and stators (with one or two pairs of SRRs, as well), are carried out. Finally, the main conclusions are highlighted in Section V.
II. SENSING PRINCIPLE

A. Rotor With a Single Chain of SRRs
To discuss the sensing principle of the proposed angular velocity sensors, let us first consider, without loss of generality, the case of a single circular chain of SRRs etched in the rotor. Consequently, the stator is implemented by means of a CPW transmission line loaded with a single pair of SRRs. The crosssectional view of the sensor layers and the topologies of the stator and rotor (zoomed in view) are depicted in Fig. 3 . Note that although the SRRs of the rotor are disposed in a circular chain, their geometry is rectangular. Since the radius of the rotor is much larger than SRR dimensions, it can be considered that the space between SRRs is uniform and that they can form perfectly broadside geometries with the SRRs of the stator.
As can be seen in Fig. 3(b) and (c), the split rings of the rotor are identical to those in the stator, but rotated 180°. Let us now justify the need to include an identical pair of rotated SRRs in the stator part. Indeed, if the pair of SRRs of the stator is removed, coupling between the CPW transmission line and the pair of rings of the rotor closer to the slot regions of the CPW arises. However, since the rings of the rotor must be closely spaced (in order to accommodate a large number of resonators, and hence pulses per cycle), coupling between neighboring SRRs of the rotor [44] , and between the CPW and additional SRRs of the rotor (not only those overlapping the slot regions) is inevitable. These extra couplings degrade the sensor performance and must be avoided. To this end, a pair of SRRs is etched in the back side of the CPW transmission line, as indicated in Fig. 3 [39] .
Let us assume that a pair of SRRs in the rotor is perfectly aligned (face to face) with the SRR pair of the stator. Under these conditions, the two pairs of SRRs are coupled to the line, but such coupling occurs at the resonance frequency of the vertical (coupled) pairs, which is substantially different than the resonance frequency of a single split ring. Such vertically coupled SRRs, with rings rotated 180°, constitute the so-called broadside-coupled split ring resonator (BC-SRR) [45] , [46] . The relative 180°orientation between the SRRs of rotor and stator is necessary to enhance their coupling. The key advantage of this configuration is the fact that since coupling between the line and the BC-SRRs occurs at a frequency substantially lower than the frequency of the single SRRs, the above cited extra couplings are canceled by tuning the harmonic feeding signal at the resonance frequency of the BC-SRRs. This was the strategy used in [39] for the implementation of the angular velocity sensors. The insertion loss of the CPW with the SRRs of the rotor perfectly aligned with those of the stator (forming a perfectly aligned BC-SRR) is depicted in Fig. 4 . Besides the response for this relative position between the rotor and the stator (called reference REF position), with perfectly aligned SRRs, the figure includes the response for other relative incremental/decremental displacements (corresponding to misalignments), expressed in terms of the period of the rotor P m .
In Fig. 4 , it can be appreciated that the attenuation at f 0 , the frequency of the perfectly aligned BC-SRRs, strongly depends on the relative displacement between the rotor and the stator. However, there is not a firm reason, a priori, to tune the feeding signal at such frequency. Indeed, if we chose a Electromagnetic simulation, using Keysight Momentum, of the transmission coefficient for different relative displacements between the stator and the rotor (air gap of 0.5 mm). frequency different from f 0 , two attenuation peaks, rather than one, are expected as the rotor moves one period (between −P m /2 and +P m /2) above the stator. As closer the selected frequency to f 0 is, the smaller the separation between attenuation peaks becomes. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where the insertion loss for different frequencies, as the rotor is displaced above the stator, is depicted. Note also that as the two attenuation peaks approximate (by driving the frequency toward f 0 ) the transmission level between such peaks decreases, and the peaks merge when the considered frequency is f 0 . The main conclusion of this study is that in order to increase the number of pulses per cycle, it is convenient to feed the CPW transmission line with a carrier frequency f c satisfying f c = f 0 . The specific frequency value should be chosen in order to obtain similar transmission between attenuation peaks (e.g., f c ≈ f 3 is a good choice, according to Fig. 5 ). By injecting a harmonic signal tuned at that frequency, the rotor motion will modulate the amplitude at the output port of the CPW transmission line. From the envelope, variations in the instantaneous rotation speed can be inferred with as much precision as higher the number of pulses per cycle is. With the proposed strategy, the number of pulses per cycle is twice the number of pulses achieved in [39] .
As has been indicated, the resonance frequency shifts upward as the rings are misaligned (Fig. 4) . However, for strong misalignment, the resonance peaks are degraded due to the parasitic (unwanted) effects mentioned before (rotor interresonator coupling and multiple SRR-to-CPW coupling). This means that if the frequency of the harmonic feeding signal is chosen close to the one corresponding to the resonance for ±0.5 P m misalignment, the modulation index will be degraded, and this is an unwanted effect.
The most important benefit of the proposed approach is the fact that interresonator spacing in the rotor can be driven to the limits dictated by the fabrication technology. Nevertheless, the number of resonators that can be accommodated along the rotor perimeter is limited by their dimensions as well. The size of the resonant elements is inversely proportional to the frequency of the feeding signal. By increasing that frequency, SRR dimensions are reduced. However, depending on the specific application, such frequency may not be a design variable.
To end this section, let us show the current distributions for two different rotor positions (misalignments). The results are plotted in Fig. 6 . Such current distributions have been obtained at the resonance frequency of the corresponding misalignments. As can be seen, the excited SRRs of the rotor are those that are totally (case of perfect alignment, resonance frequency 3.87 GHz) or partially (misalignment, resonance frequency 4.29 GHz) intersecting the SRRs of the stator, as expected.
B. Rotor With Two Chains of SRRs
To increase the number of pulses per revolution, an alternative approach is to consider two circular SRR chains in the Electromagnetic simulation, using Keysight Momentum, of the transmission coefficient for different relative displacements between the stator and the rotor for the rotor with two SRR chains. rotor and two pairs of split rings in the stator, as depicted in Fig. 7 . The two SRR chains are offset by a distance P m /2, which is half the width between SRRs. Fig. 8 depicts the response (insertion loss) of the CPW transmission line (stator) for different relative displacements between stator and rotor. The behavior is similar to the one of Fig. 4 , in reference to the case with a single SRR chain. Except for the curve corresponding to P m /4 displacement, two slightly different responses result for the different displacements between the rotor and stator. The reason is that, in the real rotor, the two chains of SRRs are not exactly identical.
A rich phenomenology, to be discussed next, arises by the presence of two SRR chains. First of all, if the frequency of the feeding signal is the resonance frequency of the perfectly aligned BC-SRR f 0 two attenuation peaks, rather than one, appear when the rotor experiences a relative motion between −P m /2 and +P m /2 (see Fig. 9 ). The reason is that there are two positions within this range where either the inner or the outer SRR chain forms a perfectly aligned BC-SRR with one of the SRRs of the stator. For frequencies different from f 0 , four attenuation peaks, rather than two, are expected as the rotor moves within one SRR chain period, as can be seen in Fig. 9 . Indeed, each SRR chain acts independently, and for that reason the number of attenuation peaks is twice the one corresponding to a single chain of SRRs. There is, however, a special case, namely, if the frequency of the feeding signal is chosen as the one corresponding to the resonance for a relative displacement between the stator and the rotor of exactly ±P m /4 (see the insertion loss for that case in Fig. 8 ), then only two attenuation peaks appear (see Fig. 9 ). For this singular misalignment (±P m /4, see Fig. 10 ), the two SRR chains exhibit an undistinguishable relative displacement with regard to the corresponding SRR pair of the stator. This is the reason that explains the presence of only two attenuation peaks in this case. However, note that the depth of the attenuation peaks is stronger since both chains act simultaneously. This effect is also visible in Fig. 8 , where the resonance peak for this misalignment is clearly more pronounced. Let us call f s the resonance frequency for this latter case. If the feeding signal is either tuned at f 0 or f s , two pulses per period appear; otherwise, four attenuation peaks (or pulses) arise. Nevertheless, depending on the specific feeding frequency, i.e., if it is close to f 0 or f s , it is possible that the four peaks are not perfectly visible.
III. EFFECTS OF THE AIR GAP
Since the resonances that appear in Figs. 4 and 8 are due to the combined effect of the split rings of the stator and rotor, it follows that such resonances should be influenced by the air gap separation between them. Fig. 11 presents the insertion loss of the CPW for different relative displacements between the stator and the rotor parameterized by the air gap separation. The figure corresponds to the case of a single chain of SRRs for simplicity. Note that such relative displacements correspond to variation between 0P m and P m /2 in steps of 0.05P m . The curves corresponding to P m /2 are indicated by dashed lines.
As the air gap increases, the frequency range where resonances appear (for different relative displacements) progressively decreases. Note, however, that this constriction is due to the increase of the BC-SRR resonance frequency (the smallest one). The resonance frequency corresponding to a semi-period displacement (±0.5P m ) does not experience a significant variation. The reason is that the resonance frequency for such strong misalignment is mainly dictated by the pair of rings of the stator (i.e., the coupling with the rings of the rotor is negligible), and hence the air gap distance has insignificant effect. This narrowing effect is shown in Fig. 12 , where the limits of the resonances range as a function of the air gap distance is represented.
The constriction of the resonance frequency range as the air gap increases has two negative effects: 1) sensor tuning (i.e., the determination of the signal feeding frequency) is more complex and 2) the discrimination of the two attenuation peaks (provided the frequency of the feeding signal is different from the one of the BC-SRR) is degraded (i.e., the attenuation peaks tend to merge). It is important to guarantee that the air gap separation does not experience significant variations during a cycle. If this is not the case, the effect will be a variation of the modulation index with time (see Fig. 13 ). Moreover, note that if the frequency of the feeding signal is set to the one of the perfectly aligned BC-SRR with the smallest air gap, there will not be attenuation if the gap separation increases.
IV. SENSING SYSTEM AND MEASUREMENTS
A. Sensor Schematic and Experimental Setup
The schematic of the sensor system, for a rotor with a single chain of SRRs, is represented in Fig. 14 . The CPW is fed with a harmonic signal with frequency referred to as carrier frequency f c . As mentioned before, the rotor motion modulates the amplitude of the carrier signal, and from its envelope, the rotation speed can be inferred. To obtain the envelope of the modulated signal, an envelope detector preceded by a circulator is used. The circulator is configured as an isolator (see Fig. 14) and is used to avoid mismatching reflections from the envelope detector. The considered isolator is the ATM ATc4-8, and the envelope detector is implemented by means of the Avago HSMS-2860 Schottky diode and the N2795A Active probe (which acts as lowpass filter with R = 1 M and C = 1 pF), connected to an oscilloscope (the Agilent MSO-X-3104A) in order to visualize the envelope function. The carried signal is generated by means of the Agilent E4438C function generator, whereas the displacement and velocity of the rotor is controlled by the STM 23Q-3AN stepper motor. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 15 .
For the measurement of angular velocities, two rotors have been fabricated, one of them with a single circular chain of SRRs, and the other one with two concentric circular SRR chains (Fig. 16) . In Fig. 16 , the corresponding stators, with a single pair and two pairs of SRRs etched in the back substrate side of the CPW transmission line, are included. The dimensions of the single SRR chain are those indicated in the caption of Fig. 3 . For the double SRR chain, the external SRRs are identical to those of the single chain, whereas the internal SRRs have slightly modified dimensions, in order to accommodate the same number of SRR in both chains (i.e., 300). Such dimensions are indicated in the caption of Fig. 16 . The thickness of the rotor substrate, indicated in the caption of Fig. 3 , is relatively large in order to provide mechanical robustness to the rotor and to minimize the effects of the rotor assembly on the resonant elements (SRRs) of the chains.
B. Experimental Validation
The determination of the angular velocity is as follows [39] . The average pulse-to-pulse time distance is
where T r is the rotation period and PPR is the number of pulses per revolution. The angular speed is derived by measuring T m as follows:
where θ is the angular position, t is time, and θ m is the angular period. The angular displacement can then be computed by
The measured transmission coefficients corresponding to Figs. 4 and 8, for the single chain and double chain of SRRs rotor, are presented in Fig. 17 (such measurements have been carried out by means of the Agilent PNA N221A vector network analyzer). Note that these results are not in perfect agreement with those inferred from full wave simulation (Figs. 4 and 8) . The reason is that the air gap separation is a parameter difficult to accurately control in practice. Nevertheless, the results are very similar, at least the resonance frequencies of the different curves, as indicated by the arrows of Figs. 4 and 8, directly translated to the same positions in Fig. 17 (Fig. 8) , is clearly visible in Fig. 17(b) .
As mentioned before, it is difficult to precisely control the air gap separation (and hence the minimum resonance Fig. 18 . Envelope of the modulated carrier signal for different air gaps, corresponding to the rotor with a single chain of SRRs. For the smaller air gap, the amplitude of the pulses is similar, and the angular velocity can be obtained from the time distance between adjacent pulses, or between higher amplitude pulses, as indicated. frequency, i.e., the one corresponding to the perfectly aligned BC-SRR f 0 ). Such controllability is even more complex in a dynamic experiment, i.e., under rotor motion. Therefore, in order to validate the considered scenarios of Section II, with one or two attenuation peaks (or pulses) for the single SRR chain rotor, or with two or four attenuation peaks (or pulses) for the rotor with two SRR chains, we have considered a carrier frequency satisfying f c > f 0 , and we have varied the air gap distance in order to control the number and distance between attenuation peaks, including the possibility of merging (achieved by sufficiently increasing the air gap distance). Interestingly, the time distance between adjacent pulses remains constant, regardless of the number of pulses and carrier frequency. The reason for that is that, according to Figs. 5 and 9, maxima is produced for P m /2 displacement (one pulse), 0P m , and P m /2 (two pulses) and 0P m , P m /4, and P m /2 (four pulses), i.e., equidistant space points and, hence, time intervals, if the rotation speed is constant (the number of pulses is relative to the interval −P m /2 up to +P m /2). Therefore, such pulse-to-pulse time can be considered to compute the rotation speed. Fig. 18 depicts the extracted envelope for a 60 r/min angular velocity, inferred by using the single SRR chain rotor (the carrier frequency was set to f c = 4.20 GHz). The three curves correspond to different air gap separations. It can be appreciated that, as anticipated, two attenuation peaks (or pulses) appear in general, thus achieving a number of pulses per revolution of PPR = 600, i.e., twice the number of resonators. However, such attenuation peaks tend to merge as the air gap distance increases. The measured velocity, inferred from the distance between pulses using (2), and indicated in Fig. 18 , is in very good agreement with the nominal value (60 r/min) for the different cases. (Note that the typical tolerance of step motors is 1%-2%.)
We have carried out a similar experiment by replacing the single chain SRR rotor with the rotor with two chains of SRRs. The results, for different air gaps, are depicted in Fig. 19 . A similar phenomenology is revealed, but in this case four attenuation peaks for the lower air gap separation are visible, and merging occurs as the gap increases. The measured angular velocity is also in good agreement with the nominal value.
It should be mentioned that for proper measurement of the angular speed, it is necessary to know the number of pulses per revolution. This is two and four, respectively, for the single and the double chain of SRRs rotor, provided the gap is narrow enough. In a robust system, the gap distance can be small and uniform within the rotation cycle (to this end, precession should be avoided); therefore the number of pulses can be a priori known. Sensing with four pulses represents an improvement since it means that the sensor exhibits more angular resolution or, equivalently, more accuracy in the measurement of variations of instantaneous velocities. With the proposed system, practically unlimited angular velocities can be measured since the carrier (feeding) signal frequency is orders of magnitude larger than the angular frequency of any physical (rotating) system.
Determination of the rotation direction (out of the scope of this paper) would be possible by including a third SRR chain with a certain number of resonators representing a code (e.g., presence of resonator corresponding to "1" and absence to "0"). The sequence of bits (code) would be given by the rotation direction, and hence it would be possible to determine whether rotation is clockwise or counterclockwise.
Concerning sensor resolution, let us analyze it in more detail. Obviously, angle resolution is given by PPR, and it is 1.2°, 0.6°, and 0.3°for the cases with one, two, or four pulses per chain period, respectively, corresponding to PPR of 300, 600, and 1200. (Note that angular displacement can be inferred from the angular velocity using (3), but it can also be obtained by simply counting up the number of pulses.)
The time resolution t res is defined as the minimum time interval that can be resolved. Therefore, it is the sampling time interval and it is given by the inverse of the sampling frequency. Time resolution is intimately related to the resolution in the measurement of angular velocities, namely, if we take into account that the exact distance (perfect time resolution) between adjacent pulses is given by (1), with t res resolution, we can estimate the rotation frequency as
which can be approximated by
provided t res T m . From (5), the resolution in the rotation frequency is
As can be seen, the resolution depends on the number of pulses per revolution and rotation speed. For a given rotation speed, the resolution increases (i.e., it is worst) with PPR. This is due to the fact that T m decreases. However, by increasing the number of pulses per revolution, variations of instantaneous rotation speed within a revolution can be better detected in time. Note that variations in time lapses smaller than the time between adjacent pulses cannot be detected. If the sampling frequency is 1 MHz (the one in our measurements), then the time resolution is t res = ±1 μs. By considering a rotation speed of 60 r/min (corresponding to T r = 1 s) and PPR = 1200, the resolution in the rotation frequency is found to be 1.2 mHz, corresponding to a resolution of 0.072 r/min. Note that this very good resolution is achieved due to the high sampling frequency. Therefore, the sampling frequency can be relaxed, yet keeping the resolution within good limits. For a significantly higher rotation speed, i.e., 6000 r/min, the resolution is found to be 12 Hz, or 720 r/min. In this case, resolution can be improved by simply increasing the sampling frequency (reducing t res ).
The error in the determination of the instantaneous angular velocity depends on the width of the pulses and distance between them. Narrower pulses provide smaller error. Nevertheless, the accuracy can be improved either by averaging over several pulses, or by considering distant pulses. In both cases, however, the penalty is the degradation in the ability of the sensor to detect speed variations in small time intervals. To give a reasonable (very conservative) estimation of the sensor error, if we consider the width of the pulse as given by the value at 98% of the pulse maximum, for the double SRR chain rotor and four pulses per chain period (upper Fig. 19) , the ratio between the pulsewidth and the distance between adjacent pulses is 0.07. This represents a 7% error in time, but, as mentioned, this value can be reduced by ten times, i.e., 0.7% if the considered pulses are separated ten positions. In terms of error in rotation frequency, these values transform to 7.5% and 0.705%, respectively.
As compared to optical rotary encoders, the proposed sensors are not competitive in terms of sensor performance. Indeed, a figure of merit in rotary encoders is the number of pulses per revolution PPR with direct impact on angle resolution and on the capability to detect rotation speed variations in short time intervals. Optical encoders can be designed with high values of PPR. However, the microwave encoders proposed in this paper are cheaper and can be used in scenarios with harsh environmental conditions, such as space, as an alternative to optical encoders (which may suffer from radiation effects). As compared to other sensors based on potentiometers, aging effects due to wear-out (related to mechanical friction) are avoided, since the proposed sensors are contactless (stator and rotor separated by an air gap).
As compared to other angular velocity sensors based on microwave technology, the sensors proposed in this paper are very competitive in terms of PPR. Note, for instance, that the axial sensors proposed in [35] [36] [37] , exhibit only two pulses per revolution (i.e., PPR = 2). Therefore, such axial sensors exhibit very good angular velocity resolution, but such sensors cannot be used to measure instantaneous angular velocities, but just uniform velocities or average values. As angular displacement sensors, the proposed sensors offer competitive angle resolution and are robust to external electromagnetic interference or noise as compared to the sensors proposed in [33] and [35] [36] [37] , based on the variations in the notch depth magnitude. The sensor in [33] offers good sensitivity (variation of the notch depth with the angle), but the dynamic range (for the angle) is very limited. In the proposed sensors, the angle is directly given by the number of pulses so that calibration or linearization is not necessary and the dynamic range is unlimited (since the angle is given by the number of pulses). In [40] , the angular displacement and velocity is based on a wireless link between two CP antennas, and the relative angular displacement between both antennas is determined from the phase inferred from the frequency modulated signal generated in the receiver antenna. This system offers good angle resolution (<1.5°), but velocity is indirectly measured from the angle. Moreover the complete system may be complex in certain applications due to the orientation requirements of the antennas. In our sensor, the angle resolution has been demonstrated to be 0.3°(best case), angular velocity is directly given by the time distance between pulses, and the system is simple since antennas are not required and it is based on an amplitude modulation scheme.
V. CONCLUSION In conclusion, a detailed analysis of microwave and contactless angular velocity sensors has been carried out in this paper. We have presented the working principle of the sensor, based on the amplitude modulation of a feeding (carrier) signal injected to the stator (a CPW transmission line loaded with at least a pair of SRRs). It has been shown that this amplitude modulation is caused by the motion of the rotor (a disk of dielectric material containing at least one circular chain of SRRs along its perimeter), and it is due to the coupling between the SRRs of the rotor and those of the stator. It has been shown that by appropriately choosing the frequency of the carrier signal, the number of pulses per revolution (a figure of merit related to sensor accuracy) can be enhanced as compared to previous implementations. Particularly, it has been demonstrated that in single SRR chain rotors, the number of pulses can be twice the number of resonant elements, whereas in rotors with two concentric chains of SRRs (relatively displaced by half a period), it is possible to achieve a number of pulses per revolution up to four times the number of resonators of one of the chains. It has been pointed out that the air gap (or distance between the rotor and stator) plays an important role in sensor performance, and its effects have been analyzed in detail. Finally, we have experimentally validated the analysis carried out by means of an experimental setup of the sensor system, and two rotors, one with a single chain of SRRs, and the other one with two SRR chains. It has been demonstrated that the phenomenology predicted by simulation, including the effects of the air gap, is verified by experiment. We have pointed out the convenience to consider a working (carrier) frequency above the resonant frequency of the perfectly aligned SRRs of the stator and rotor (due to the difficulty of precisely control the air gap distance), and we have carried out angular velocity measurements with both rotors. The measurements are in good agreement with the nominal values of the considered rotation speeds. The proposed sensors are low cost, as compared to optical rotary encoders, do not suffer from aging effects (due to the absence of mechanical friction), and exhibit a large number of pulses per revolution. The specifications of the considered sensors (carrier frequencies, rotor and stator dimensions, number of pulses per revolution, etc.) are appropriate for applications in reaction wheels (present in space vehicles for attitude control). Thus, conveniently adapted to satisfy space regulations (specific certified materials), the proposed sensors may find practical applications in space environments (not only for measuring the angular displacement/velocity of reaction wheels, but also for the accurate control of pointing mechanisms of antennas, etc). (Wiley, 2015) . He has generated 16 Ph.Ds. He holds several patents on metamaterials and has headed several development contracts. His current research interests include modeling and simulation of electron devices for high-frequency applications, millimeter-wave and THz generation systems, the application of electromagnetic bandgaps to microwave and millimeter-wave circuits, and metamaterials and their application to the miniaturization and optimization of microwave circuits and antennas.
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